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Keating Calls Viet Nom War Ab\·~~~,~able
Edward Keating, the publisher
of Ramparts magazine, told an
audience in the UNM Kiva last
night that the war in VietNam is
an "abomination" and the U.S.
is required by law to stop interfering in the domestic affairs of
Southeast Asia.
The alternative to a full-scale
wa1· in Viet Narn, Keating said,
is for the U.S. to honor the
Geneva Accords, the Southeast
Asia Treaty Organization treaty,
the United Nations bylaws and
the U.S. Constitution and end its
interfe1·ence in the Vietnamese
civil war.
Keating is on a speaking tour
of the weste:rn states to publicize the planned April 15 Mobilization of wa1· protest, which will

station of Port Chicago, Califor~ ·
nia, as evidence of the "illness."
Full-Time Picketing J';r..~+
Pickets maintained a 24-hour
vigil at the naval loading site
near San Francisco until forced to
stop after repeated heckling and
beatngs by townspeople and
threats by armed Marines. Eighty
per cent of the napalm sent to
Viet N am is loaded at Port Chicago, said Keating, and "the demonstrators have not stopped one
truck."
Keating called the picketers
"the bravest people I have ever
met'' and said they represented
the "conscience of this country.''
CIA Activities Indicate "Illness"
Ramparts magazine recently
revealed the CIA's long-time sub·
sidy of independent organizations
including the National Student
Association. Keating regards tn~
CIA activities as another indica·
tion of the national umness.,
Keating cited CIA secrecy as
part of the cunent "era of the big
lie" pervading all phases of Amer~
ican life. He called the Warren
happened, and that he does not Commission Report and the Congressional refusal to pass truthknow what he is going to do.
in-lending and truth-in-packagIssue Planned
The first issue of the JUGGLER ing bills as other evidences of concame out in eal'ly January. Bur- tinued government deception.
ton said he had planned to release
"Big Lie" in Foreign Policy
the next issue in about a week.
The "big lie" is most evident
Mrs. Bruce Gray, pub board in foreign policy, Keating chargmember, said the board agreed in ed. He said that Defense SecreNovember to allow the publication tary McNamara, whom he calls
of the JUGGLER on a trial basis. "the aecretary of war," has stated
Burton was authorized to publish, that the U.S. bombs do not ki\\
·she said, with the understanding civilians. But since 1961 bombing
that the success of the first issue raids on Vietnamese villages hf've
would decide whether the publica- killed six viiiagers for every v:i(;t
tion would continue.
Cong, he said, and 4 of the six vil~
Mrs. Gray said that after the lagers are children.
11
fh:st issue Burton was so confident
How can the government get
that he may have misunderstood, away with these monstrous acts?"
and may have thought that he he concluded. "Why do the Amercould go on as he had planned.
ican people remain silent?"
Mrs. ,Gray said that everything
is now 4'frozen," and no action
Screening
wm be taken until the board's
next meeting~ At that time the
The screening session !or
board wm decide whether tlte
students wishing to be admitJUGGLER will continue as a
ted to teacher education proUNM student publication.
grams will be held Tuesday,
Editor Absent
Feb. 28 at 6:30 p.m. and SatMrs. Gray said there was no fiurday March 4 at 12:30 p.m.
nancial difficulty but that the
Applications are available
board had halted all action beApplieations are available at
cause the editor was not present
the desk of the office of the
at Wednesday's meeting. The
Dean of Education. Students
JUGGLER will not be allowed to
should consult the college about
solicit advertising until the board
requirements and prerequ~:
gives a final okay, Mrs. Gray said.
sites. Normal admission requBurton said he has no plan, at
site is eligibility to transfer
this time and he will wait for the
from University College and a
meeting on Mar. 6 before making
2.0 scholarship index.
any.
include massive demonstrations in
New York and San Francisco.
"Ground Swell of Protest"
But Keating said that the real
purpose of the Mobilization is to
involve all American communities and Hproduce a ground swell"
of protest.
Keating said that in pursuing
the Viet N am war "we run the
grave risk of being considered the
most immoral nation that ever
existed." He called for an end to
American apathy and impotence,
saying that "peace in Viet Nam
is up to eve1·y one of us."
Keating called the Viet Nam
wa1' an indication of a "national
illness" assailing the U.S. He
cited a futile seven-month protest
campaign at the napalm loading

Editor Confused
By Board Action
EDWARD !{EATING, publisher of Ramparts magazine, is shown
with Bill Olson of KUNM recording a show to be aired in early
March. Dan Dennison, ASUNM president, Lynne Frindell, LOBO
editor~ Victor Goetz, graduate student in business, and AI Utton1
an associate professor of law here asked him question in the
panel discussion. (LOBO Photo by Pawley..)

Committee ,Report

By TOM GARCIA
Bob Burton, editor of the JUGLER, UNM humor magazine, said
last night he is "confused" as to
Student Publications Board's intent in its decision to withhold
authorization to publish another
issue before the board's next
meeting Mar. 6.
Burton said he is anxious to
find out what prompted the action.
He said he was not sure what

----

Mor.e Student Jobs Possible
An effort :by the Albuquergue
City ~omn~ission to .help UNM.
stu.dents lind .employment with
the city by £hannelitw :job -open. ings :through 'the -campus Placement "Center, 'h.)ghlighted Wet1nesday night's meeting ..of the Stu·deht Senate. : Senate Labor 'Committee -chairman Tom Horn announced that
he llas spoken with 'City commissioner Ralph 'Trigg concerning
opportunities for student employment witlt the city and Trigg had
:Provided students with question-

nair-§as :to find the degree of intel.''est :among students -concerning
.city ~mployment.
1:(10 Students WQrking

One bundred 11tudents are presently ·employed wlth :.the city by
virtue <of their own efforts# and
tltirty :to "fifty -per :eent ·'Of the .stu-dents \Vho filled ·out the city questionnaires expressed the desire to
find ein.]lloyment. Horn said that
the city was beginning to go to
the UNM Placement Cen~2r
whenev.e1• they had job openings
available.
Pickens Is Justice
After a n s w .a r i n g questions
thrown ;at him by various senators asking him about his legal

frencb Activities
Set for feb. 24 C of C

Two events Saturday night at
UNM will provide local residents
of French extraction and sttldents
of that language a busy schedule.
Lelia Gousseau, a French pianist of international note, will perform at 8:15 p.m. in the Recital
Hall of the Fine Arts Center.
Simultaneously L'A 11 i a n c e
!Francaise d' Albuquerque will
sponsor a discotheque from 8 to
midnight in the ballroom of the
Student Union.
A teacher at the Conservatoire
National Superieur in Paris, Madame Gousseau is frequently in
this country fol" concert tours as
well as performing in Europe,
North and South Africa, Russia
and the Middle East. J.i~rotn here
she will leave for a recitnl in New
York, Feb. 28, before going on for
French programs in Montreal and
Ottawa.
'. Following the recital, Madame·
Gousseau will meet members of
her audience at an informal reception to be held in the gatlory ad·
joining the ballroom.

baekg1·ound, Bill Pickens was appointed the Chief Justice of the
Student 'Court. Charles Miller
was appointed :chairman .of the
National lnternational Affairs
Committee, and Rick Bolton resigned from his attorney general
}lost.
· Gther action in Senate included
a proposal for a new chartering
system for campus organizations,
and the rescinding of a bill allocating $1700 for the visit of Bishop
Pike so tbat the money could be
placed in the newly formed Excutive Contingency Fund. However,
the bill that called for .$1;000 to be
placed :'1 the Fund was tabled for
further discussion.

Positions Open For Students

By CHUCK REYNOLDS
Associated Students president
Dart Dennison elaborated to the
LOBO yesterday on the Associated Students' membership in the
Albuquerque Chamber of Commerce. Student membership on.
almost all the Chamber's. 23 committees will be one of the major
benefits of the action, he said.
Dennison said that the chamber
has just begun its new year and
is presently trying to determine
exactly where ASUNM will fit
into the group's structure.
Paying Dues
"We are now paying the minimum of dues for the maximum
representation,'' he said. "They
amount of committee positions
relative to the amount of dues we
are paying."
Dennison pointed out that the
Associated Students will also have
access to the Chamber's printing,
communications, and information
facilities.
Students can ap'llly fol' membership on the Chamber's committees to Dan Dennison in th:!

activities center upstairs in the
Union. Dennison :remarked that
"the wide variety of committees
ehould provide opportunity for
students from all aspects of student life."
Positions Open
There will probably be positions for one <>r two students on·
the following cmmittees: public
affairs; legislative action (on the
local, state and federal level);
tourism; athletics; conventions;
education; highways; civic beautification; aviation; membership
development; membership reiations; public safety; museum;
traffic safety; military a'ffah•s;
special events; •tsouthwest sun
country'; "try New Mexico
First"; women:s committee; and
transportation.
Dennison said that the Chamber is working on several projects which could involve the university, including a study into
possible aid in supporting the
!"Hopefully ASUNM's relation~
ship with the Chamber will be
vm·y constructive," he said.

.>;:,.

J"

DAN DENNISON (left). Associated Students president, discusses
plans for Associated Students' participation in Albuquerque
Chamber of Commerce activities with G. Y. Fails, executive secretary of that organization. (LOBO Photo by Pawley~)
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YOUR PERSONAL SERVICE JEWELER

"Know Your Senator
· .

Spring Styles

Fashion Show Set
More S t: u dent Involvement for Visitor's Day

Needed, Says ~ohn Thorson
By LINDA MITCHELL
Seventy per cent of UNM isn't
a university beca\lSe thl;! level of
student involvement is so low said
sedate Student Senator John
Thorson.
As a junior political science major who has been activll in studffi:It government since he began
his freshman year, Thorson says
he is more concerned with the
students that the student government Qrganillations.
"Students are going to be apathetic toward student government
and you just have to accept it,
but they have no right to be
apathetic about other things," he
commented.
Involvement Needed
Thorson feels that a student
should be participating in other
areas of university life beyond
the classroom. He said that students will be missing something
if they don't get involved with
other things.
"I've gained experience in the
.democratic process and student
'1?ovemment has also been a maturing process," he explained.
"This is the way I participate in
my education other than going to
class."
His campaign platform emphasized the interest he takes in community involvement and he is
pushing a proposed amendment jn
student senate for a new executive agency that would help bring
the University and the community closer together. Thorson also
wants to see a program of cultural and academic reforms
emerge from Senate.
Activison Controlled
Thorson described himself and
his fellow senators as activists.
"This .activism is good if it is controlled and· doesn't sacrifice for;tlal studies," he said.
Because Senate can "do what

Guests o:f the UNM Faculty
Women's Club will "Step Into
Spring" with their hostesss at
1:30 p.m. Wednesday, March 1,
at the organization's traditional
visitor's day.
The latest o:f styles will be described by Miss Marilyn Je!osik
of Rhodes department store before an audience gathered in the
ballroom of the UNM Student
Union. Two past presidents pouring will be Mrs. Chester Travelstead and Mrs. David Benedetti.
Chairman of the event is Mrs.
Fred M. Chreist, assisted by Mrs.
Raymond MacCurdy, Mrs. William Runge, Mrs. Pete McDavid
and Mrs. Lloyd Burley.
Members parading new styles
are Mrs. Julius Blum, Mrs. Travelstead, Mrs. Henry Ellis, Mrs.
Julian White, Mrs. Ronald Eichorn and Mrs. Gordon Zick.

JOHN THORSON, UNM student senator and campus coordinator
of the Albuquerque Tutorial Council, discusses one of the student
government programs with Jo Ramsden. Thorson is a junior,
majoring in political science. (LOBO Photo by Pawley.)

News:Roundup
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u,~s.
Troops
Open
Biggest
Push
of
War
·\ ' !J .
Atn~lica!ll troops
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BRIDE& HOME

VENETIA
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MEMBER AMERICAN GEM'
SOC! ElY
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n~.'.li'fH~~ Press International , was probing New· Ol'learis events

~))))))) (((((((~

opened the
bigge: tt.pu~lj o,f the Viet N am war
yest<.'r ~Y ·. gs they slashed into
the cen~r.vf .the Viet Cong headquarter. at·.ea in the jungles near
the C.IWl (lPiarr Border.
I\~ ore· ~.an .50-thousand troops
tn'C invol¥ed in the operation to
smash ·i;t( Communist division in
the W!il" 'zone. The move was
opened by the :fh·st major combat
p<wachute jump of the war. Mot·e
than 900 paratroopers went in on
the first wave. The VC disappeared as the
Amel:icans hm4cd, but 36 battalions foi·mel· a' horseshoe-shaped
trap a,round . the . 'Juug)e urea.
Troops in armoreti 'Vehicles sped
into the opening of the horseshoe
• to cJose in on the Communists.
Air Free pilot zoomed in over
the guerrillas as thqy flew a record 57.'i missions over South Viet
Nam yesterday. The operation is
also supported by 40 nrtillery
units.
The campaign is designed to
cut off and crush the Viet Cong
military, political and radio base.
American losses last week numbered 172, a near-record, but casualties so far in battles today were
desct•ibed as very light.
-oMore De\·elotlments In Kennedy
Assassination
Strange developments came in
rapid fire order in that New Orleans inquiry into the Kennedy
.assassination yesterday.
District Attorney Jim Garrison,
who revealed last week that he

leading to the assassination, now
must deal with inconsistencies in
the death of a fi!l'ure in his p1•obe.
The coroner says one-time commercial pilot David Fenie must
have died Tuesday night because
of physieal evidence, Eut a Washington newsman says he wa·s interviewing Ferrie until four
o'clock Wednesday morning.
Cause of death is still undetermined.
In his copyt•ighted intet·view
with Fenie, Washington Post
newsman Geo1•ge LardnCl', sa;ys
Ferrie told him he believes Lee
Harvey Oswald acted alone in
the Kennedy assassh1ation. This
counters some statements by Ga~:
rison.
In still another mystel'Y, Garrlsori witness David Lewis dropped from s1ght today with his
family. Lewis told newsmen last
wee!{ that he had met Oswald
several times in 1963. Lewis
clain··rPfl he "P"qvn. G.,.,..,.iqr;n YfP11"~

u

he believed linked to a Kennedy
conspiracy.
~o-

, Ad 11m Clayton Powell's Fate Is
Decided
Adam Clayton Powell's fate has
heen decided . . . at least as far
all a special House committee is
concerned.
The Cdlel' Committee today recommended that Congress seat
the Harlem Democrat but p\mish
him by p\lblic censure. They suggosted a Joss of seniority and a
$40-thousand dollar fine for
"gross misconduct" as a congressman.
The House will vote next Wedncsday on the report of the committee artd a move to seat Powell
would r.e.quire a simple majority
vote of 218 of the 435 members,

and other private groups received
a stamp of approval yesterday
from the White House.
President Johnson's special
three-member panel in a preliminal'Y report to the President said
mont activities.
The panel's report, which was
endorsed by Mr. Johnson, said the
CIA is "vitally important" to U.S.
security and the current con-

-oCIA Receives Stamp of ApJlroval
The Central Intelligence Agency's fipaneial ties with stude11t

7Q

The Christian Science Monitor
i Norway Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02116
r Please entet a Monitor subscription for the name below.
I am enclosing,_:_ ____ (U.S. funds) for the period
1 cheeked. [] 1 year $12 tJ 9 months $9 tJ 6 months $6
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STEVE BACCHUS, BBA 166, Associated Students
Treasurer discusses with John Watsan, BBA '61,
CMl Agent, the benefits of a guaranteed insurability agreement.
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Dallas... home
of LTV Aerospace
As one of the nation's social, cultural and educational capitals, Dallas offers its residents a clean,
modern city, temperate climate, abundant housing
and living costs substantially .lower than most
cities of comparable size. Dallas is also the horne
of LTV Aerospace Corporation, one of the city's
largest industrial citizens and a major participant
in the United States' defense efforts.
Current programs include the Navy and Air Force
A-7 Corsair II, the new low-level, close support
light attack aircraft; SCOUT launch vehicle for

NASA, DOD and AEC; XC-142A, the world's most
successful V/STOL; ADAM II. a future generation V/STOL and many others,
LTV Aerospace programs .•. programs of today
and better tomorrows •.. challenge the imagination of engineers and create diversified career
positions. Ask your Placement Office, then see
our representative when he visits your campus.
Or write College Relations Office, P. 0. Box 5907,
Dallas, Texas 75222. An equal opportunity
employer

R0 N
"ISINIS

AMAN COLOR
ANd A WoMAN.-~<.~.
MJII- ET Uft! l(ldME'J

Do11 Pancho's ,,.n-::: •• ·,

{I

~A

SAM CARN~S, SBA '66, CMt Agent, reviews the
savings of a Tax Skeltercd Annuity with Tracy
Murray, professor of economics.

SUCCESS comes early to some young men. If you are going to succeed perhaps
you should discuss with your CML agent why a young man should own insurance ••• purchased from a quality company.

oR you might like to join our Sales and Sales Management team. All are college
gra'duates. Last year they averaged over $16,000 apiece! Interviews, March 2
and 3 in Placement Bureau.

INTERVIEWS

• CML Founded 1846

OLDTOWN

TERRACE AND CENTRAL

LANDBLOOM, UN M
junior, won the Association of
College Unions regional bowling tournament at Phoenix two
weeks ago and will complete in
the National Bowling Tournament in April at Miami Beach.
Landbloom defeated bowlers
from Ne\1' 1\fexico, Arizona,
Utah, Colorado, and Wyoming
at the Phoenix tournament.

Abstract Picture
Wins for Student
James Alindcr, u Peace Co1·ps
Fellow at UNM, has been awardetl a $250 prize for a photo submitted to Exphotage '67, a show
by the Artists Guild of Chicago.
'I'he photograph is a semiabstruet nude figu1·e.
Alinder is a graduate student
in photography, working towards
a Master of Fine At'ts degree,
He was the top winner in a
t•ecent campUs photo contest sponsol'cd by th~ Thunderbird student
literary m~guzine,
Ali nde:r served as a Peace Corps
volunteer in Somalila1Jil.
c

......,

Makers of Hand Made
Indian Jewelry

;br£nnn~.

"DAZZLING"-Saturday Review "RARE''-New York Times
"BEAUTIFUL" -New Yorker "GREAT"-Nsw York Post

Connecticut Mutual Life

,....______________________ ________ _
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BELTS-t PRICE

Prouse Wnt lecture
·while On Week Tour

At last count, we
paper editors on our list of subscribers to The
Christian Science :Monitor. Editors from all
over the world.
There is a good reason why these "pros" read
the :Monitor: the Monitor is the world's only
daily international newspaper. Unlike local
papers, the Monitor focuses exclusively on
world news - the important news.
The Monitor selects the news it considers
most significant and reports it, interprets· it,
analyzes it- in depth. It takes you further into
"the news than any local paper can.
If this is the kind of paper you would like to
be reading, we will send it to you right away at
half the regular price of $24.00 a year.
Clip the coupon. Find out why newspapermen themselves read the Monitor - and why
they invariably name if as one of the five best
papers in the world.

troversy over its secret financial
links nmst not ob:>cure its value
to the nation.

1-.,.V AEROSPACE CORPORATION

newspaper· people
reotl• ••

•

this Spring ..

THE MOST BREATH·TAKING AND
PASSIONATE LOVE STORY OF ALL TIME!

Half-priee to
eollege students untl
fucultg:
the newspaper that

1':'._

fc;:>r Her . • . .

See it with someone yo_u love!

they want with $200,000,"' Thor- the possibility being considered
son said the associated students by student government of sendare getting many benefits they ing monthly newsletters to the
don't realize, but he also said he homes of an students.
felt the most important thing was
"People have to realize that
the student jnvolvement.
. , . 1;h_ere is. mote to education than
After talking with several reading a book," Thorson emphafreshmen English classes before sized. "They must be involved in
the first semester final exams, · ·something . . • not necessiarly
Thorson said he found that only ' strident government, but some•
half the students picked up a thing they can participate in."
copy of the LOBO regularly. He
described the LOBO as being the
prime source of information for
the student.
.
Newsletter Planned
To improve the communications
between University proeeedures
and the student, Thorson cited
Currently on a week-long speaking tour in California while on
sabbatical leaV'e from his duties
as professor of education at
UNM, Dr. Peter Prouse will be
heard, Saturday, Feb. 25, by California teachers of English.
Known from cpast to coast for
his work in languages, Dr. PrQuse
will give the major address before
the Ninth Annual State Confer~
encc of the California Assn.. of
Teachers of Ettglish. . ,
His discussion of "Founda~
tions for a Rationale :for Improved English Teaching" will be
followed by a reception in his
honor given by MeCormick-Matters Publishers, Wichita, Kan., a
had more. than 3,800 newsdivision of Lytton Industries.

I
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.Curator to Give
Spee.ch .on Fossils
"Pennsylvanian· Fossils of New
Mexico" is the subject Ron R.
Switzer will discuss Monday, Feb,
27 at the 8 p.m. meeting of the
Albuquerque Gent and Mineral

Campus Interviews

Club, Inc.

Assistant eurator of the UNl\1
Museum of Anthropology, Switzer, a fossil hobbicst, will be heard
in the Geology Building on the
campus.

WEDNESDAY I MARCH 1

r

'
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Imperialism Seen
Publish~'<!

Monday, Wl'dn~ILY. Thund&¥ IU!d Friday of the re&nlar Univer~ity year by the
Student Publications Board of the As~ociated Students of the University of New Mexico.
second elaso Jl(l8tage Pllid at AibUCIUefQUe, New Mexico, Printed by the University PrintIng Plant. Subscription rate: ,4.50 for the school )•ear, r,>ayable in ndva:nce. All editorials
and sitmed columns express the views of the writ.,. and not necessnrily those of the Stu·
dent PQblications Board or of the University.

Editor-in-Chief ----------------------------------- Lynne Frindell
Manal;ling Editor
Chuck Noland
Businesl! Supervisor ---------------------------- Richard P. French
Advertising Manager ------------------------------- Richard Pfaff
Sports Editor --------------------------------- N ooley Reinheardt
Morning Editor -------------------------------------- Yola Gradi
,Associate Editors ------------------------ Bob Storey, Jeff Dennard
Staff Cartoonists --------------------- Duane Ulrich, Frank Jacome
Staff Photographer ---------------------------------- Bob Pawley
Staff: Wayne Ciddio, Tom Garcia, Melissa Howard, Anne Lehnhausen,
Brian Leo, Linda Mitchell, Jim Patterson, Pam Price, Chuck
Reynolds, Judy Rogers, David Lucero

------------<----------------------
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NICE TRY, MR. BURTON

BOB BURTON, editor of the new humor magazine on
campus, the JUGGLER, is confused by Student Publications
Board action Wednesday night which temporarily suspended
the forthcoming publication of the second issue of the
JUGGLER.
This action is a result of Burton's failure to appear before
the Pub Board because of illness and his equal failure to send
some other staff member in his place. Under earlier agree~
ments of the Pub Board, Burton could not send the second
edition of the JUGGLER to press without the Board's ap~
proval. The magazine would have gone to press late next
week.
WHEN PUB BOARD meets again on March 6, they will
consider whether or not to even keep the humor magazines
as one of the student publications at UNM.
.....when asked to comment, editor Burton said that he "did
not know he was supposed to be at the meeting. Any other
comment I might make would only harm the publication,"

.

~~~.

Something just does not jibe. In the first place, Burton
came before Pub Board last semester enthusiastic and optimistic about starting a successful humor magazine on this
campus after several similar abortive efforts in the last
decade or so. Nothing could deter him from working on the
newfound-publication once it got Pub Board's initial approval for writing, sale of advertising, or working with the
printers. He was willing to jump into any part of putting out
a publication even if he did not know everything there was
to know about it. He asked questions, he talked to people,
and he gathered a staff who had at least more experience in
publications than he.
NOW HE COMES up with the pat reply that he did not
k{lOw that he was supposed to be at the meeting. It is known
for a fact that he was notified in advance, it is also known
for a fact that he knew he bad to have the Board's approval
before the presses could roll for the second edition of the
JUGGLER, and it is also known for a fact that Burton could
have sent one of his staff as a substitute if he were unable
to attend.
Any campus deserves a respectable humor magazine filled
with subtle pornography, satiric cartoon work, and feeble
attempts at humorous dialogues, and UNM is no different.
Burton was going to give it a whirl, but somewhere along
the line he lost enough interest in it to fail to appear at a
meeting vital to his magazine's existence.
The LOBO feels at this time that the JUGGLER as its
organization stands now should not continue on campus and
recommends to Pub Board that they permanently suspend its
publication. This does not mean that the LOBO is permanently against a humor magazine on campus, it feels that a
b<!tter job could be done on one than is being done now.
IT SEEMS that Burton has been negligent, either purposely or not, and UNM students don't have to continue to have
their activity fees directed toward a publication operated
under seemingly haphazard direcion.
-Lynne Frindell

$176 Scholarship Available for Coed
March 15 is the deadline announced by the UNM . Faculty
Women's Club for its scholarship
of $176 intended for a junior or
ll!enior coed.
Mrs. George W. Arms, scholar·
ship chairman, urged. interested
students to contact the Student

Aids Office, Y-1, for additional
information. Serving on her committee nre Mrs. Walter Keller
and Mrs. Edwin C. Hoyt.
Funds for the scholarship traditionally are raised each February
at a card party given by the organization.

Anti-Rhodesia Activities
Supported by Ed ito ri·a ;I s
'

By TIM HUNTER
Almost since its first days of
independence on Nov. 11, 1961),
Rhodesia has been the subject of
large scale boycott campaigns
and certain economic measures
designed to wreck havoc on its
governmental system. The move.
ment to support these anti-Rhodesia activities have been strongly supported by the Labor Gov•
ernment and a considerable body
of American editorial opinion.
The goal of these moves, however
implicitly or explicitly asserted
remains a radical alteration of
the political system of a Central
African nation and is as a consequence, a form of imperialism.
The effects of the sanctions, as
opposed to their objectives are
definately another matter. The
government of Rhodesia has obviously not come crashing down
in destruction, though hardships
have been caused. The collapse
of the government has not hap.
pened largely for reasnos which
are known but to South Africa,
Lestho, Botswana, Malawi and
the Portuguese.
Hopes Not Materialized
The hopes for a full scale racewar, held out by President Johnson and Prime-Minister Wilson
have fortunately not materialized
though British radios located in
Zambia have done their best.
A realization is coming over
the country that sanctions may
not be as harmful as the U.S.
and British hoped. The country,
as a result of sanctions, may be
able to break out of many of the

economic difficulties that p1ague
small African nations.
Before independence, Rhodesia
was in the same boat as other
"one-crop" nations. Her foreign
currency earnings came f r o m
sales of tobacco in Europe and
smaller disposals of sugar and
tea on the world market. She was
a heavy importer of industrial
good:;; which domestic producers
found impossible to compete with.
Forced to Economize
With the sanctions the country
has been forced to economize and
be especially cautious of overseas
and foreign purchases because of
a foreign currencies problem. Now
demand for many industrial
goods must be met by domestic
producers, or not at all.
In practice this has meant that
that Rhodesia's developing "secondary" industries (meaning te>eti!es, automobile assembly, canning, forestry products) are suddenly without foreign competition
on the home market. No government ever could have justified
such a sweeping tariff :for Rhodesia as the western countries
have provided,

In a 1•ecent speech before the
Rhodesian parliament Finance
Minister George Wrathall uphel(i
this point of view by declaring
"I believe sanctions will not only
fail in their purpose but prove
a blessing in disguise by. helping
us achieve economic as well aa
political independence." Accord·
ing to the Minister the :1966 gross
domestic pro d u c t dropped by
around 5 per cent and living
standards among whites and non·
whites failed to increase at preindependence levels. Yet these
disturbances , have not been as
severe as those experienced by
other African countries in their •
first years of independence.
When the present hysteria in
the United Nations and in Britain
blows over, in say four or five
years, Rhodesia will be well fit
for competition on the world market. She will be a country with a
diversifying economic base and a
strongly competitive industrial
network. She wi1l be able to move
in on markets in Aft·ica better
than outside nations and she will
be one of the most powerful nations in Africa.

A Civilized Value Scale
By AUTHUR HOPPE
San Francisco CkronicC..

------'~

Pemberton Speaks

Individual Rights
Topic of Lecture
The executive director of the
American Civil Liberties Union,
John de J. Pemberton, Jr., will
speak at UNM March 2 at 8 p.m.
in the Kiva as the third in a series
of lecturers brought to the campus by the UNM Associated Students Lecture Series,
A New York City attorney,
Pemberton is a native of Rochester, Minnesota. He holds a B.A.
from Swarthmore College and a
Ll. B. from Harvard Law School.
A former faculty member of Duke
University Law 'School, he has
served on the advisory committee
to the United States Civil Rights
Commission.
The Ame~ican Civil Liberties
Union is. a nationwide organization formed in 1920 with the purpose of protecting the rights of
the individual as guaranteed in
the Bill of Rights.
Local poet Timothy Crews and
General Maxwell Taylor, former
ambassador to South Viet Nam,
were the first two speakers in the
series.
Fred Roach, chairman of the
series, ~eminds readers that the
lecture is open to the public without charge.

Newman Center
There will be a student meeting followed b y:food and dancing
on Sunday, February 26 at 7 p.m.
at the AqUi!Jas Newman Center.
Admission will be 26 cents a
plate. Everyone is invited.

The International Commission to Determine Human Worth has met
in Geneva to set the relative value of American and Vietnamese lives.
The meeting was called after charges were made in the U.S. that
restrictions on bombing North Vietnamese civilians were endangering the lives of American pilots. "A single American boy," ?aid one
typical angry letter writer, "is worth a score of unfortunate Asmns.''
The American position was ably defended by the Honomble Homer
T. Pettibone of the U.S. Bureau of Moral Weights nnd Measures.
"We do not contend, gentlemen," he began gravely, "that one Ameri·
can is worth a million Asians. Our restraint in using nuclear weapons
proves this. On the other hand, it would be a travesty of lo.gic to argue
that an American and a Vietnamese are of equal value.
"To begin with, Vietnamese are smaller. On a straight per-pound
bnsis, they are obviously worth less. In addition, the average peasant
neither dresses properly nor docs he speak English, so tlmt you must
shaut at hint to 11enetrate his stupidity."
"Hear, hear," said the British delegate. "We felt the same about our
Fuzzy-Wuzzies. Dashed good fighting men, though."
"True," said Mr. Pettibone, turning the point to his advantage. "But
that, of course, is because he places such a low value on his own life.
For example, we compensate the beneficiaries of :friendly civilians we
accidentally kill with a few hundred dollars. If they were Americans,
each would cost us thousands.
"Now while many of these peasants own their own homes, few own
their own cars, television sets or freezers. Clearly, they would be considered poor credit risks anywhere, simply because they aren't worth
much."
"What non-Frenchman is?" said the French delegate with a shrug.
"Generally speaking," ~ontinued Mr. l'ettibone, "they ure poorly
educated, ill-hause and underfed. Few read good books, play golf ar
even go to the movies. In a word, gentlemen, they are natives."
"Oh, natives," said the Belgian delegate, nodding. "We had to deal
with them in the Congo and we know· what they're worth."
"All we ask," said Mr. Pettibone, "is that this Comruission set a fair
ratio--say, 30 to one-so that we may go on bombing in good en•
science."
,
A lively debate followed, highlighted by an hour-long speech by the
German delegate on genetics, Nietzsche and the superiority of the
Aryan race. In the end, a compromise o:J' 28.2 Vietnamese per American was unanimously adopted.
"I feel this standard," Mr. Pettibone told reporters waiting outside,
1' accurately reflects the view o£ civilized people everywhere.''
An irate African journalist protested that the Commission's mem•
hers included only delegates from technologically advanced, Caucasian,
Christian nations.
"Good heavens, man," said Mr. Pettibone in surprise, ''who else is
.:ivllized enough to compare the value of human beings?"
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Poetry of South Featured in Book
llY BRI~N LEO
This review concerns two new
paperback books which have appeaNd in our bookstore; "The
Fugitive Ppets,'~ a selection and
analysis byl William Pratt, (Dutton, $1.75), and "The Selected
Poems of Conrad Aiken," (World,
$1,91>). Especially in the case of
the Pratt work, some of the effectiveness of: the examination
could be limited by the short introduction and brief treatment of
some of the 'Fugitive' poets.
William Pratt's definition of
the contours of a distinguished
and very durable school of American poetry has· been admirably
done, and it is for this reason
that I suspect that·greater space
allowance in the book would be
desirable.
Began in Ten11essee
In Nash.ville in 1922, Allen
Tate, John Crowe Ransom, Robcrt Penn Warren, Donald Davidson, and four other teachers beP"an publishing a poetry maga-

UNM Engineers

zine, "The Fugitive," which lasted
until late 1925. Within this group
the most rigorous expression in
poetry of the South's character
was presented in terms of history, geography, and social trials.
William Pratt focuses upon these
three areas in his presentation of
their metier.
He also avoids extended comparison between these men and
William Faulkner, except to state
that the efforts of the Fugitive
poets were a greater civilizing
influence in the south, though
.Faulkner's work may be greater
literature,
Jntellectual Primacy
Sueeeding the Imagists in time,
the Fugitives asse1•ted the dominance of the intellectual onus in
poetic imagination. Their poetry
bears the mark of classicism in
its reserve, order, and 'procedural' rise from the milieu of
southern life, and envelope which
was both the ultimate cause of
their poetry and its stern test.
They were in trying circumstances, as they knew their relationship to even Joel Chandler

..

Hal'l"is, and yet were among the
most unillusioned of all American
poets. This volume includes several of the poems which appeared
in "The Fugitive" from 1922 to
25, and which have not been published since.
Inlluence Pervasive
I see a value in this study because of the quality of emergence
from this involvement of the major personalities. Tate, Warren,
and Ransom have spread into the
largest influence in the country's
literature and teaching; this
examination is useful in documenting their early maturity and its
contemporary influence.
A paperback appearance of
Conrad Aiken's selected poetry
will possibly attract a larger
audience for this important man
of letters. Aiken was born in
Georgia, and in his work there
remains some address to southern
commonplaces.

cerns, to some extent, and the
involution of his style,
Initially this selection will im·
press readers with the rise of
Aiken from any classical 'forming'
of images to a :relatively rarified
level, an imaging from withinan extension of the power of his
diction and com;truction. At times
the energies of his intellectuality
are a hindrance, they seem to
form a tautological 'hangup.'
In his best poems, however, the
crystalline images are, expressive
and gestural. Conrad Aiken might
be read as an adjunct to the Fug.
itive poets, as a far extension of
their classicism, but hopefully as
as extremely gifted and underrated writer.

Trends In Nursing
Explained by Dean
Dr. Reina F. Hall, acting dean
of the UNM College of Nursing,
was guest speaker recently to
the Presbyterian Hospital nursing personnel,
Dr. Hall spoke on "Trends in
Nursing Education.'' In her address, she intel·preted and explained the philosophy and purposes of baccalaureate programs
· in nursing.
Dr. Hall recei.ved her Ph.D. in
psychology from St. Johns University. She has been a faculty
member at St. Johns, at Hunter
College, and at the University ·of
Arizona before coming to UNM.
SUNDAY MORNING WORSHIP
SERVICES

Alumni Memorial ChQpel, I 0:30 Cl.m.
Sponsored by Tfoe Luther(ln
Student Association of America

WHY IS MR. G'S

Considered Isolated
The back page advertisements
for the book present Aiken as a
poet of both great distinction and
notable isolation, due to his con-

DELIVERY
SO FAST?

•

Pion Open House
"Engineering magic;" the
breaking, bending and stretching
of metals; and the breakdown on
how the law catches a speeder
will be explained Friday and Saturday, Feb. 24-25, at the UNM
engineering complex open house.
The chemical, civil, electrical
and mechanical engineering departments at the university will
display exhibits in an attempt
to call attention to the role of the
engineer in society and his function in furthering safety, tech·
nical progress and public welfare.
Many Displays
An electronic color organ, a
model of a sewage disposal plant
and an operating laser and other
displays i>pen to the public f1•om
9 a.m. until 9 p.m. Fl"iday and
9 a.m. until 3 p.m. Saturday.
The open house is in obsel"Vanee of National Engineering
Week and the week of George
Washington's birthday, as he was
a civil and military engineer.
Annual E\'ent
An atmunl event at UNM, the
project is jointly sponsored this
year by five campus organizations. They al·c the Engineer's
Joint Council, the American So·
ciety of Mechanical Engineers,
the Institute of Electrical and
Electronics, and the American Institute of Chemical Engineers.

Graduate School

Houghton Named
Dean/s Assistant
Dr. Arthur V. Houghton III,
professor of mechanical engineering at the University of New
Mexico, has been appointed assistant to the dean of the graduate
school on a part-time basis, Dean
George P. Springer announced.
Prof. Houghton. will be involved
with special p:rojects in the area
of research and fellowship proposals, and I'elnted matters of
interest to the faculty, the graduate school and the academic vice
president, Dr. Springer said.
Dr. Houghton will con~inue
teaching and research duties, as
well.
He has been a member of the
UNM faculty since 191!0. Dr.
Houghton earned his BS and MS
degrees at the University of Illinois and his Ph.D. at Purdue University.
He has been employed as an
engineer in industry, as a" teacher,
and as g conf!ultallt to tnllrtY' eompnniea and a~encies. His services
on UNM committees irtcludes
chairmanship of the engineering
doctorl\1 committee, and membership on the University policy, re·
tirement, rcgish•ntion, nnd acadomic freedom and tenure committees •

General Electric is an easy place to work.
All you !teed is brains, ill!~nation, drive
and a fairly rugged constitution.
Oh, yes. Something else that will
help you at G.E. is an understanding of the kind of world we live in,
and the kind of world we will live in.
There's a lot happening: The
populati~n is continuing. to explo~e.
The stram on resources 1s beco~mg
alarming. At a time when men are
bein~: !ured by the mysteries of

..' '

, r.

space, we're faced with the task of
making life on earth more livable.
There's a lot happening at G.B.,
too, as our people work in a hundred different areas to help solve
the problems of a growing world:
Supplying more (and cheaper)
electricity with nuclear reactors.
Controlling smog in our cities and

pollution in our streams. Providing
better street lightirtg and faster
transportation.
This is the most important work
in the world today: Helping to
shape the world of tomorrow. Do
you want to help? Come to General
Electric, where the young mert are
irnportitnt men.

'lhJtrt~ Is Our Mosllmponanl 'PJTH!vcl

'

GENERAL

ELECTRIC
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National Security Council·
OK'd CIA's Aid to~; NSA
The
National
Supervisory
Board of NSA last w~ek issued a
statement denouncing the "ethical
trap" into which the· CIA placed
NSA's officials and staff members,
the Collegiate Se1•vice reported.
National Supervisory Board
chairman Sam Brown said that
N SA officials were asked to sign ·
a security agreement before ·being told of the CIA subsidy. The
agreement provided for jail terms
•of up to 20 years, is classified information regarding the link was
disclosed.

The CIA's financial support of
private organizations was authorized by the National Security
Council with the knowledge of
Presidents Truman, Eisenhower,
Kennedy, and Johnson, a report
by a top-level committee of the
federal government indicated yesterday.
Nicholas Katzenbach is the
chairman of the committee investigating the CIA's involvement
with private organizations including the National Student Association,
A preliminat•y l'eport to President Johnson indicated yesterday that the CIA followed national policy in subsidizing the
NSA and other private organizations. Johnson was reported
in agreement with the committee's conclusions.

MR. G'S PIZZA
GIVES FREE
COFF.EE REFILLS

SPORT SHIRTS t PRICE

Research Grant
Given Students
A ,12,600 grant for undergraduate reserach has been awarded
to the UNM psychology department by the National Science
Foundation. Six juniors and seniors will receive financial assistance for research under the grant.
In announcing the awarding of
Dr. Henry C. Ellis, director of the
NSF grant and the undergraduate
research program, said the money
will be used to provied laboratory
training and faculty supervision
for students to develop skills in
independent research.
Will Continue Research
Three seniors and three juniors
have been selected to begin or
continue research this year. Martin Cassano, a senior, is investigating implicit verbal responses; Roger Johnson, also a senior,
is studying discrimmination-reversal problems in learning sets;
and Kathleen Hayes, a senior,
is experimenting with response
duration and stimulus generalization of punishment. Juniors Shirley Nowacki and Tom Toppino are
working in the area of backward
associations in verbal learning.
Kathleen York, also a junior is
researching stimulus generalization and punishment.
Students in the program receive a monthly stipend during
;the academic year and $60 a week
for 10 weeks of summer research.
They also receive equipment, travel expenses, and supplies, Students admitted to the program
may obtain academic credit for
their participation.
Grade Average of 3.0
Qualified students are juniors
and seniors with a grade average
of at least 3.0 who have completed certain course prerequisites
and shown an aptitude and interest in research. Priority is
given to students in the Psychology Departmental Honors Program.
. A junior entering the NSF program works with a faculty advisor studying a broad field of in~erest. After selecting a major
mterest, the students presents an
experimental design for study to
the Honors Seminar group for
evaluation.
A senior's project provides him
more independence in research
and usually encompasses a larger
scope of s~dy. The UNM psychology department's facilities inelude labot1;1tories, a calculator
room, electronlos and machine
shop, and a photography lab. ,

SIX UNM JUNIORS and seniors have been selected to do re·
search work in the psychology department under a renewed
~12,600 grant from the National Science Foundation. The NSF
Undergraduate Research Program provides laboratory training
under faculty supervision to develop skills in independent research. Working in the laboratory are (from left): Shirley Nowacki, a junior, Dr. Henry Ellis, director of the undergraduate re·
search program at UNM, junior Tom Toppino, and senior
Martin Cassano.
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TERRACE AND CENTRAL

We'll teach you to
MJeak a foreign I
e
in thirteen weeks.
Free!
You name it, we've got_it. The biggest selection in town. Urdu und Tagalog and Swahili and Hindi
and Quechua a~d ~p~mtsh an? French m~d Portuguese. Tc! list a few. All free for the learning. And
when we say le,trnmg we don t mean ordmary speak ;md ltsten and read learning.l\osir. When we
teach you a language we teach you to cook in it, te:tch _i:t }t. play basketball in it, build sanitation
factltttes and farm cooperatives in it. \\"e teach
you to climb mountains and span rh·ers in it,
to have patience <md undcrstnnding in it, to
do something important in iJ, to iook at yourself and the world in it.
We teach you to make friends and ~ct
al!mgwith people in it. And we C\'Cil supply the
fncnds and people. Yes sir. With cwry foreign
ll.mguage you get, absolutely free, ;;n invita·
lion to spend l wo ycms in a matching foreign
country.
So hurry! Hurry! Don't delay. Tt's the
c~an~c of a lifetime. No catches. No gimmicks.
I'\ot~mg to pay. You see, it's all part of a pro!110tl~n for a product we're interested in pushmg. I encc.
\\'rite: The Pence Corps, Washington, D.C.
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Host Committee
· The Host and Hospitality committee V{ill meet Tuesday, Feb. 28,
at 7 p.m. in Room 263 of the
Union.
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T oday's Athletes
By JEFF DENNARD

d t

Editor's note: this is the first
in a series of four articles by
LOBO associate editor Jeff Dennard about college athletes'
grades.
There is a common image of
the college athlete which is held
by the general public. That image
is one which paints the following
picture.
The big football player or bas( ketball star is a freak, a dumb
young man who couldn't possibly
pass a subject in college without
a soft-hearted professor who will
give him a ,grade. Of course the
image does have some basis of
reality. There were days when the
cCIIlege athlete was a young man
of great muscle and very little
brain.
Image Rebuilt
In the colleges and universitas
across the nation today the image
of the athlete is being rebuilt. No
longer is the football player the
football player the butt of jokes
or humorous stories.
In colleges today there is, of
course, a certain grade point
· which must be maintained in order for an athlete to remain eligible for competition as well as to
stay in school. As a result of the
need to ·make the grades to stay
eligible, there are programs on almost all major college campuses
to help the young men who participate in sports.
The help is the special study
halls and tutoring programs.
These are set up by the athletic
departments of the schools, and
in many cases attendance is man-

f
.
a..~r, .or any athlete who makes
m any class.
a
UNM Has Tutoring
At Ul'fM the tutoring programs
are set up so that there are special classroom sessions for com"
mon subjects and individual tutors for athletics who are having
difficulty in specific courses. When
an athlete gets a grade in any
subject lower th.an a "C," he is
required to go to the study halls
for tutoring.
In addition to the t.utoring
classes, athletes are required by
the athletic department to turn
in a signed slip stating what
classes, if any, that he has missed.
The payment of. the tutors at
UNM comes from the funds collected from and by the UNM
Boosters club.
Ike Singer, athletic coordinator,
stressed the cooperation that pre-

ll,;:::"
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I-I ave BrainsI Too

vails between the faculty and the with the highest scholarship inathletic department.
dex IS
· recogmse
· d and receives
·
a·
"When a boy is having a tough ·trophy. Decker said, "You'd be
time in class, the teachers will surprised how much that distinc· usually give the coaches a call
and tell him that the boy needs tion means to the boys. They are
some extra work," he said. "At always out to win that trophy.''
At UCLA athletic director, J.D.
about four week into each semester the boys will start corning in Morgan, said that because of the
and asking for the tutoring, and, large number of athletes at his
of course, we are glad to be able
school, they have a hard time tuto give them the help."
toring each person, but they get
Similar Programs Elsewhere
the job done. There are 18 major
In talking to the athletic direc- sports and some 860 athletes at
tors of some of the other major the Westwood campus.
colleges in the country, similar
information was gained, The director of athletics at Syracuse
University, Gordon Decker, said
that the tutoring programs at his
school were of a voluntary nature.
But he pointed out that there was
a competition set up among the
different sports so that the team

Listen to KUNM
90.1 Mcs.

Two assistant professors in
UNM's department of chemistry
are doing basic research on DNA.
The research is made possible
through a grant from the Research Corporation of New York
City. The grant is for $3,450, and
will be matched by the University.
DNA is the substance in which
genetic information is stored.
'Title of the research is "Direct
Measurement of the Enthalpy

~

The GOP leadership is developing programs aimed at helping
to rebuild cities and help relieve
some of the economic depression
within them, Romney said.
Tax Incentives Proposed
Tax incentives for · industry
that arc established in depressed
areas and a private enterprise industrial corporation that would
provide capital for new expansion are being proposed by major
Republican leadel's he said.
Romney called for more "sanity" in spending, calling many
federal programs "pills for the
people ills." He asked for more
coordination between the federal
government and tbe states in developing and carrying out programs.

To Determine Truth

Horn Will Probe
ACOHR Dispute
Student Senate Finance Committee Chairman Tom Horn says
he will look into the Action Com·
mittee on Human Rights controversy to determine what truth
there is in recent charges made
in a letter to the LOBO concerning the spending of funds by the
group last year.
The charges aimed at ACOHR
by Tom Stuart, former chairman
of the group, have brought reply
from members of ACOHR explaining the loose control permit·
ted within the organization in the
past and the lack of red tape resultant.
"We are going to hold an investigation and see what the situation is," said Horn. "We're not
after anyone's throat in this
thing.''
Horn said that subpoenas are
being drawn up and will be issued today. A copy of the budget
requests presented t<! "the Senate
Finance Committee last year and
a copy of the Ieger will be compared to determine what, if any,
disctepancies exist. Further ac·
tion has not as yet been anticipated. Horn said he reviewed the
A<JOHR Ieger for last year and
found nothing to report.

Change of Denaturation of
DNA."
Hansen, West Bet Award
The professors doing the re·
search are Dr. L. D. Hansen and
Dr. B. D. West.
Research Corporation, which
has issued the grant, is a founda··
tion for the advancement of science. Its project grants are made
to academic and scientific institutions to help younger staff members initiate imaginative fundamental work early in their careers
and to encourage highly speculative research that may contrbiute
signi!lyantly to .scientific know!, edge-. - : -~ · Research Is Basic .
Hansen says the research
he and Dr. West will do is "essentially basic research" and wil1
attempt to discover. how strong
the forces are which hold the interwincd, paired long chain molecules together in the DNA molecule. During the preparation of a
cell to divide, the double stranded
molecule of DNA makes a copy of
itself. If an error is made during the copying, a mutation occurs, which can lead to a disease
such as cancer. The forces holding the double chain together tend
to prevent these errors or mutations and are therefore extremely
important.
Dr. Hansen says the research
will "attempt to duplicate" the
action and precise and difficult
measurements will have to be
taken.
He adds that this research,
hopefully, will lead the way to
other studies which will increase
the understanding of the transfer
of genetic information.
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HOUSE OF HALLMARK
offers the largest seledions of St.
Patrtck's and Easter cards in. this area.
.Also
All paper goods far the Bride Jo be.
Free Wedding Planner book wah
Complete Order.
Come in and Compare
3301 Lomas Blvd. NE

255-4989

SELECTED G'ROUP OF JACKETS,
SPORT COATS-t PRICE

Two UNM Chemistry Professors
Get a $3450 Research Grant

In Cities, Says Romney
The key to future Republican
victories is in the cities, and the
Republican party must come up
with programs to rebuild urban
life in America, said Michigan
governor George Romney in a
Washington birthday speech here
Wednesday night.
"The most important factor in
American politics today is the revival of the Republican party,
and we must come up with new
and better programs to reach the
levels of the new generation," he
said.
Confidence Destroyed
Romney said that the Johnson Administration had "destroyed the confidence of the people to
solve their own problems." He accused the administration of leaving the states, state institutions,
and the people themselves out of
huge federal programs aimed to
help the nation's cities.
"We Republicans must develop
our own programs to release vast
potential of voting power." Romney said. "The people who live in
cities are an important part to
the Republican party.''
The twice successful candidate
for governor spoke to an over·
flow crowd of 1150 people at a
$100-a-plate victory dinner given
in honor of newly elected New
Mexico governor David Cargo.
Over 100 persons with tickets
were turned away from the din•
ner held at the Western Skies
Hotel.
Programs Superficial
· Romney accused the administration of having superficial programs for the nation;s problems
and said, "the Great Society
hasn't produced and the people
are disillusioned. "Roosevelt had
his New Deal, Truman had his
Fair Deal and now Johnson has
his "01•deal," said Romney.
He called for the party to develop programs that would promote cooperation between labor
and "management. "We need to
eliminate the competition going
on between the two and get them
to work together/' he said.
Romney callad for the elimination of large industrial and labor
monopolies saying, "we need to
put arbitration and collective bargaining on the same competition
basis as prices.''
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Will Study DNA

Ke~ ~tp .GOP Victory
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Four Pieces of Chicken

$1.30

Fre~ch

Fries or Whipped Potatoes,
Rolls, Cole Slaw, Honey

Fried Shrimp Dinner

$1.35

Tangy Sauce, French Fries, Rolls,
Cole Slaw, lemon Wedge

Other Meals 79c- $2.75
Phone 265-1669
Across From Campus-Central & Girard
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IT BOTHERS DR. DOUGLAS DEAN,
PROFESSOR OF BIOLOGY, PEPPERDINE
COLLEGE, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

If

HEAR HIM AT:
The Theater, New Mexico Union
MONDAY, TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY

f

(February 27-28-March 1)

2 LECTURES DAILY-4:00 and 8:00P.M.
DISCUSSION PERIOD FOLLOWS EACH SESSION
Sponsored by: Christian Student Center, 205 Univenlty Blvd. NE
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NEW MEXICO LOBO

Friday, February 24, 1967

Monroe Leads UNM to Victory
By NOOLEY REINHEARDT

Lecture on Cubism

Behind Ben Monroe's recordsetting 41 points the UNM Lobes
beat league-leading B r i g h am
Young at its own game 97-75 at
University Arena last nght.
Mel Daniels added 26 points as
the Lobos moved a step closer to
an NIT bid, Daniels hit for only
five points in the first half of play,
but then hit 21 in the second
stanza,
Monroe ht 19 field goals, a record
for a Lobo in a single game. His
39 field goal attempts was a Western Athletic Conference single
gam(! record.
Led at Half
New Mexico led by 12 at the
half, 42-30, and then added four
more before the Cougars scored.
From then on there was never any
doubt.
The win against the Cougars,
now 6-1 in conference play, was a
must for the Lobos, NIT hopefuls ..
The first selections were made
Thursday for both the NIT and
the NCAA and will continue
through the weekend. Another
good etlort against Utah is expected to insure the invitation.
May Get NIT Bid
The bid to the Madison Square
Garden tournament usually goes
to the second place team but even
if New Mexico doesn't finish the
year in second place its overall
record, past national ranking and
Mel Daniels should turn the trick.
Wyoming increased its second
place lead Thursday by beating
Utah 62-49 after leading 32-26 at
the half in Lafamie. Wyoming
and BYU tangle in Laramie s·aturday.
Wyoming would have to beat
the Lobos at home and the Cougars would have to lose to one of
the Arizona teams for a tie.
Monroe Played His Best
Monroe, playing by far the best
gam~ of his career, kept the Lobos
out in front in the first half as no
one else could find the range.
Ben hit 26 of his points in the

Event Is Annual

Senior Day Here

Will Be In Atarch
Curriculum, housing and earnpus activities will be among topics high school graduating seniors
will explore March 11 at UNM'11
annual High School Senior Day.
A long-time tradition. the event
brings lleniora from a c h o o Is
throughout New Mexico to the
Albuquerque campUil.
Registration at 8:30 a.m. is
followed with a general B!l!lembly
addressed by univenitv deans at
the Union.
Small discussion groups related
to various fields of .study will enable seniors to direct questions
concerning their interests to members of the UNM faculty.
They will meet UNM student
leaders and visit residence halls,
fraternity and sorority houses in
rounding out their picture of
campus life.
\
Suzanne Aldrich, Albuquerque
~lemen~ry educati?n sophomore,
~~ sel'Vlng as coordmator for Semor Day.

Education Honorary
Initiates 11 Members

Dr. Robert Rosenblum, professor of fine arts. at New York University, will speak on "The Typography of Cubism" in a special
lecture at 2:30 p.m. Sunday, Feb.
26 in the Concert Hall. His lecture will focus on the problems of
visual and verbal punning in
cubist painting.

.
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FAST two-way radio
Pick-up & Delivery

By CHUCK REYNOLDS

Cedi 243-5671 today!

CONTRIBUTE TO THE IMAGE OF YOUR UNIVERSITY~!!
DON'T LET CLASSES BE YOUR ONLY INTEREST IN
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO. KUNM OPERATES
WITH A UNIVERSITY ORIENTED STAFF THAT IS RESPONSIBLE FOR ALBUQUERQUE'S RADIO CONTACT
WITH OU.R UNIVERSITY, AND THERE MAY BE A PLACE
FOR YOU ON THE KUNM STAFF. OPENINGS EXIST IN
OUR PROGRAM, NEWS AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS DEPARTMENTS FOR INTERESTED MEMBERS OF THE UNIVERSITY
FAMILY. EXPERIENCE IS NOT NECESSARY; KUNM WILL
TRAIN YOU; AND·YOUR EXPERIENCE ON OUR STAFF CAN
LEAD TO PROFESSIONAL EMPLOYMENT IN THE EXCITING
PROFESSION OF BROADCASTING. IF YOU ARE A UNM
STUDENT, STAFF OR FACULTY MEMBER, AND YOU'D .LIKE
TO SPEND A FEW HOURS A WEEK IN A FASCINATING AND

first haF, keeping the lead in the
hands of New Mexico after the
first basket by the Cougars. In addition to the 41 points he picked
off 10 rebounds as did Daniels.
Craig Raymond lead the Brigham Young attack with 13 points
and four rebounds.
For the high - flying Lobos
Howie Grimes hit for 12 points in
his substitute role and also picked
off 10 rebounds. He turned many
of those into baskets to give the
boost they needed when BYU was
picking up a head of steam.
The Lobos continued to dominate the boards with 40 rebounds
to 32 for the Brighams. In the
foul department BYU had 27 and
New Mexico 24, but Bill Morgan
fouled out on the Lobo side of the
ledger.

CHALLENGING ACTIVITY, JOIN THE KUNM STAFF.

Had Foul Trouble
Before the game was over four
Lobos had four fouls -Daniels
Monroe, Ron Nelson and Ron
Sanford.
From the floor New Mexico had
one of its best nights of the year
hitting a smooth 51.9 per cent of
its shots while the visitors were
good for an even 50 per llellt.
The Lobos outscored Brigham
Young 1'1-11 ft'om the :free-throw
lim~ by hitting 68 per uut tJf all
attempts while :BYU hit (lnly li5
percent.
The 14,4'12 fens saw New Mexico score the most points in over a
year and set a University Ar~ma
scoring reco.-d.

EDWARD KEATING, publisher of Ramparts magazine, is shown
making his speech on the government's involvement with the university student Friday afternoon in the Union Theater. Ramparts
magazine was the first to learn about the CIA's involvemen with
the National Student Association, an involvement which Keating
called "detrimental to the Associatiun." (LOBO photo by Pawley)

CALL

,. .

Y'Ou will be

AUTON·OMO·US
and AUTOCHTHONO '""·~.

Test File Opened
At Coronado Hall

Y:our rewards

will be AURIFER:OUS.

A test file for all men students
at UNM will begin operation, today at Coronado Hall. The file
was organized by the Coronado
Scholastic Committee.
Ross M. MacAskill, advisor at
Coronado Hall and head of the
Scholastic Committee, said he
had proposed the test file because
he felt such a system would be
beneficial to the residents.
He said, "With 450 residents,
we have about as large a test
source as anyone. We are now in
the process of getting the pro·
gram rolling and when we finish,
we should have about 60 or 70
courses represented. The test file
is primarily for the use of Coronado residents, but it will be open
to anyone who Wlints to use it."
The file will be kept at the main
desk of Coronado Hall and tests
may be checked out with a student ID card. The committee is
still undecided as to how long
men will be allowed to keep the
tests out, but failure to reutrn
the tests within the required time
limit will cost the resident one
dollar, Mac Askill said.

You will have
the '()pportunity
for intellectual

ALLOGAMY.

WANT ADS
R~naissance ~pes

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES·
4 line ad., 65,-4 tlmell, $2.GO, Insertions
mu.t be, submltted b)' noon on day before
P.ubUcat•o!' to Room 159, Student Publica·
t!nns Budding, or telephone 277·4002 or
277-<1102.

are <lefinltely welcome at Philco! We need scientists, mathemati·
Crans and eng meers ••• ~reamers and do-ers , •. to help direct the World Wide efforts
that have made us a maJor company fast approaching $1 billion In an
1 1
consumer; industrial and government markets. We are a ma'o
. b .;.ua sa es to
Motor Company. We have 10 divisions whose diverse lntere J r so st rary of F~rd
the moon to educating future leaders in depressed countries sts r;nge
explormg
logical Laboratories to advanced systems of communications .•. from ud~omated Bio·
..
· · • rom ta tos to radar
If you are Interested in a fast-paced, truly rewarding career with a fast . .
•
pany, we'd like to talk to you We will be vis't' .
. . ·growmg comContact your Placement Office. 'stop by and talk' t~g your campus on February 27.
College Relations, Philco Corporation C and Tlo . Sust about thhe future, or write to
'
ga reets, P iladelphia, Pa. 19134.
PHJLCO WILL BE HERE ON FEBRUARY 27

FOR SALE

1rom

BLACK MGB 'GS for Bale. Red fiberglass

Latin Desk

Ctreer opporlunlllew BVIJ/Iabfe on lhe East c,
· ·
throughollt the wor/cl.
oast, the Midwest, the Southwest, tho 1wesl Coast, and
Divisions: Auronutron/o • Appllflnce • Communications & Electro .•
Lansdale • Mlcroelectr011/cs • Stl(es & Distribution •
r;onsumer Electronics •lnfernallonal•
p
Western Development lahoriJtor/es

Latin American Desk will meet
Wednesday, March 1 in Room 260
of the Union. Featured speaker
will be Reyes Lopez Tijerina,
leader of the Alianza Federal de
Mercedes (Federal alliance of
Land Grants.) There will also be
elections for president and Board
members.

Tee:;:: •

I=IHILCO
•

The Central Intel!igence Agency did not have to use National
Student Association officers to
p;athcr information about foreign
students' activities, Edward Keating, publisher of Ramparts magazine, told a crowd of about 250 in
the Union Theater Friday..
"They didn't have to usc NSA
offieers to get information; they
could have used their own agents,"
Keating said.
Keating called the CIA's infiltl·ation and influence of the
NSA an "arrogance of power" as
he lashed out at the governments
involvement in student affairs.
"The CIA's involvement will be
a serious detriment to the CIA
and NSA," said Keating. "It represents the subversion and corruptiun of the youth and if you

For UNM Men

,:?

Lead Changed Little
In the game that was rough up
and down the court the lead only
changed hands once and was tied
once.
BYU coach Stan Watts and his
entire bench stood often to protest
a call but the only technical foul
of the game when Ron Sanford
threw the basketball down after
a foul was called against him.

.

.

.

The com·t found in the Tillson
case that "the existing security
force (University Police) has no
authority to act as a regulal·ly
c11nstituted police force," until
the UNM Board of Regents acts
upon the powers given to them to
bring about the establishment of
an institutional law court and
enforcement agency at the University.
The court stated that the UNM
police, by virtue of their commissions on the Albuquerque City Police have definite powers, but
"Regular city officers certainly
have no power of arrest on State
or New Mexico property other
than is given them by the cornmon law which covers f!:Jlonies

and breaches of the peace, or the
usual 'hot .pursuit' rule."
Peace Justice John L. Martin
Is Battery
said last night that the conviction
Martin's decision stated that
of UNM police sergeant C. D.
the seizure of Colby by Tillson
Tillson on battery charges has
constituted a battery by virtue of
brought up a questioning of the
this lack of jurisdiction of the
enforceability of all UNM police
UNM police.
rulings, including parking tickets.
Colby was removed from his
car when Tillson accused him of
Tillson was found guilty of
blocking the intersection in front
battery in Martin's court in the
of Mitchell Hall. He was later
case of the arrest of UNM stuarrested and booked into the City
dent Preston Colby.
Jail.
Martin said that a New MexColby is a 24 year-old junior in
ico statute exists requiring the
at UNM. He is also a
accounting
rulings of several State of New
constable,
with
powers under the
Mexico agencies to be filed with
District
Attorney
which he dethe law librarian of the State
scl'ibed as "similar to those of
Supreme Court before they can
the sheriff.' He said that his servbe legally enforced.
ices
as an enforcement officer are
------------------------------~~-often originated in orders from
peace justices.
"Judge Martin has occasionally contacted me in this capacity," he added. Martin is the
judge who rendered the decision
the NSA with the CIA and if they
"New highways, slum clear- in favor of the State in the
released any information they ance, hospitals, and curing pov- Colby-Tillson case.
faced a 20 year prison sentence," erty are not profitable, therefore
Colby told the LOBO that "It
Keating said.
un-American," he said, "but war was unfortunate that it happenHe questioned the risk the CIA is profitable for many U.S. in- ed." He added that "I think the
dccsion was just and impartial,
took to get what he called "little dustrialists, therefore patriotic."
information" on the feeling of
Keating then advanced to what but I hope that the regents or
students at congress(ls toward fu- he ca1led a "modest proposal." the administration will take apture government policies.
"We ought to have universities r>ropriate steps to bring about a.
"Tho3e student~ c-tmld have wh~l'l.' llO pe!' cent of the students state institutional traffic court
rightly been arrested as spies," never go to class while ten per here."
"It wasn't a personal thing bel1e said.
cent get their education. The rest
Keating critcized the theo1·y can party and mess around which tween Tillson ~nd me. I wouldn't
that student congresses should is what they do anyway," said advise any student to give the ·•
campus police a hard time," said
have a spirit of competition. He Keating.
Colby.
"It's possible that students
compared this attitude to a
"This program would involve
similar attitude held fo1• U.S. and some changes in expenditures," may try to use this decision as an
Russian track competition. "The He said, "1\!ore money would have excuse to give them trouble, but
whole idea is one of winning to be spent for recreation and they still have a lot of powers of
whether it be a debate or a race," perhaps a lengthening of the enfo!'cement,"
he said.
football season. This wouldn't be
too hard as we already have our
World Survival
football
players payed for."
"Actually the purpose of the
"After four years everyone
student congresses should be to
develop a spirit of cooperation would get their degrees but the
that will lead to the survival of 90 per cent who never went to
the world," he said.
class would return them after
Keating digressed from his they got their first job," Keating
A United States Student Press
attack on government involveAssociation
release last week said
said.
"Those
who
got
an
educament to criticize the American
the
organization
is separate from
tion
would
get
to
keep
theirs.
All
idea of a university education.
Student
Association
the
National
This was for the benefit of the you need to get a job is a dipand
has
never
received
money
professors in the audience.
loma."
from the Central Intelligence
"The purpose of the modern
Agency.
American university tpday is to
The bulletin clarifies confusion
provide technicians for the midde
about
the relationship of the StuFiesta
class bureaucratic bourgeois socident
Press
Association to NSA
Fiesta committees have poety," Keating said.
and
the
CIA.
The USPPA was
sitions open tp any interested
Keating said, "we are in the
1962
by a group of 30
formed
in
students. If you wish to apply,
twilight of the Goddess of success
college
editors
who
felt that an
see Mark Epstein, or Joyce
and we have learned that to be
independent
student
press asso·
Gattas, in the student governunprofitable is to be un-Americiation
would
best
serve
the counment offices.
can.."
try's college news publications.
LOBO Editor Elected President
At the editors' conference at
Ohio State University in August,
1962, LOBO editor John MacGregor was elected first president
of the USSP A. MacGregor and a
former LOBO editor and Mark
Acuff, also of UNM were instrumental in that group's formation.
The USSP A was formed to pro.
gripes about the group and these dertaking a project.
were the reasons for quitting the
Stuart said that he, Terry vide service and intercollegiate
group and asking for the investi- Lamm, treasurer and Ellen Copri, communication among student
gation.
secretary had access to ACOHR news publications and to repre- "., ·
"I question whether the pro- funds. One other member, Russell sent the United States student
grams which the members under- Zachmeyer, was able to take Press in international affairs.
In 1962 the Collegiate Press
took were thoroughly discussed money from the Union account
and whether or not they fell with- because he was coordinating a Service was formed to provide
members with news of national
in the area ACOHR covers," he project in the valley.
and international student affairs,
said.
"Irregularities" In Funds
reprints of major features, and
He questioned the loose organiStuart charged that there were general educational news. ·
zation of ACOHR saying that people who undertook the personal irregularities in the handling of
projects had failed to consult the money, "Lamm and his associates
group or get a consensus before would spend their own money on
projects and then come to the
Chi Alpha, the national youth
beginning.
organization to be reimbursed, organization of the Assembly of
No Formal Votes Taken
God churches, will meet tonight
Both Terry Lamm and Stuart Stuart said.
said that the group never took
Stuart said that no procedure at 8 in Room 253 of the Union.
a formal vote on any of the pro- was followed when money was Election of officers will be held,
grams but said they usually spent and that many expendi- All interested students of all de·
reached a "consens\r!l" before un· tures were never approved.
nominations are invited to atten~.

Keating Assails Use of NSA Agents

277-4806, OR VISIT OUR STUDIOS IN THE NEW MEXICO
UNION. BUILD THE IMAGE FOR UNM WITH YOUR CAMPUS
RADIO STATION 90.1.
••

.

U. Jurisdiction Que
Raised by J P Decision.

DRY CLEANING

•

and Bill
gan go up for the tip in the
first half of action in the New
Mexico-Brigham Young game
last night. Morgan got the two
points, and Mpnroe hit for 41
points in the game that the
Lobos won 97-75. (LOBO Photo
by Pawley.)
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Sanitone Professional

SO GOOD?
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. Our Sixty . . Ninth Year of Editorial Freedom

PIZZA

Free

•

The Sitzmarkers Ski Club will
hold an apres-ski party Saturday
night at the National Guard Club
at Kirtland Air Force Base at 8
p.m. Free beer, chips, and dips
will be provided. Admission for
non-members is $1. Anyone is
welcome.

WHY IS MR. G'S

top. radio, wire wbeeb. Must aell Phone
Initiation ceremonies were con268-7021. 2/20, 22, 23, 24 •.
ducted in the Union at UNM for G, E. UNIT with Gerrard AT-GO <>hanger
11 new members of the Alpha Mu
AM·FM MPX radio. Sony 250 Ster.,.;
tape deck - both with needed cord.!!. See
Chapter of Pi Lambda Theta· the
at ID·Fl Hollse, .2/24, 27, B/1.
national honorary for wome~ in
education.
STEREO, n\)t working, plus .... for •ale,
Contact M•sa Joe Goo~y.,.r, Hokona Hall
Inducted in the ceremony were
274 Zfa. 2-22, 23, 24, 27.
'
Virginia Downing, Claudia G.
1l!off, Jo Ann Glaver, Janet HarFOR RENT
rJ~, Peggy Johnson, Lorraine
EFFICIENCY apartmen~, 1 block w•t of
Kmg, Beve:dy McNeill, Susan
UNM, $79.60 to •85.00 all utmtl... paid.
Some with lmprovemon~. Furnbbtd offSexton, Carol Lynn Stuart, Mrs
~tri!<!t ·parldng. Call Sam Coo»er, '265Patricia L. ~J:aden, and Dotti~
8571, ev... 842-8280, Calrc\-Norrill Realty,
2/6, 9, 10.
Erickson.
·
LARGE. apartment,. 2 bed,_ new fum•
Requirement(~ for membership
lahlnp, emclency kitehen. AUiltllltleo fn.
in Pi Lambda Theta include acaeluded. Call Sam Cooper, 285-8571, ev...
842-8280. Calr~·Norrlo Real!¥, 2/6; D, 10.
demic excellen~ and high potential for professional leadership.
SERVICES
Alpha Mu Chapter of the Uni- TYPEWRITER I!Aieo A oervlceo all lftlki!ll
versity of New Mexico is both
20 per """t dlocount 'lrith thi• ad.
Jllckup A. dell.,...,, E A E T7Pewrlt.er
a college and alumnae chapwr.
Service, 2217 coal BE. Phone 248o.0588.

rl

Ski Club Party

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M/F

•

corrupt the youth you corrupt the
future."
International Hypocracy
Keating said that exposing the
NSA affair pointed out "the international hypocracy" of the U.S.
"It has destroyed the myth of the
free, intelligent, pure American
youth attending international
student congrcSfes," he said.
"Even though the truth is painfully sad it is good to dispell this
myth," he said.
Ramparts was the first to publish information about the CIA's
involvement with the NSA. Keating's appearance was sponsored
by the University chapter of the
American Association of University Professors and the campus
affiliate of the NSA.
Cloak and Dagger
Keating said the scandal "represents the cloak and daggar existence that is enveloping this
country."
"The majority of the NSA personell did not know what was
going on," Keating said as he
criticized the CIA for "corrupting and influencing the officers of
NSA to continue."
"The CIA looked for what they
called politically potential people,
then lured them into signing a
security agreement under the pretext that they would at times be
given secret material," Keating
explained.
Faced Prison
"Only after they had signed
the agreement did CIA agents tell
them of the full involvement of

Group Disclaims
CIA or NSA Ties

ACOHR Chairman Resigns

Go!als Are Lost, St:uart: Says
By BOB STOREY
The former chairman of the
Action Committee of Human
Rights said Saturday he is con·
vinced that the organization has
ceased to serve its stated function in regard to human rights.
Tom Stuart, who resigned as
ACOHR chairman after a split
within the group said that he was
no longer interested in the organization.
Stuart has charged the organization with misuse of funds under the ACOHR constitution and
his allegation has caused the senate Finance Committee to call
ACOHR members to next 'I'ues·
day's meeting for an investigation.
Lists Two Gripes
Stuart said that he had two

Chi Alpha
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